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The Latarjet procedure with transfer of the coracoid process and its attached conjoint tendon is a well-established surgical technique for the treatment of anterior glenohumeral instability in patients with anteroinferior bone loss and/or high risk for recurrence. Biomechanical and clinical studies have shown excellent results and high rates of return to sports. However, there is an absence of standardized, objective criteria to accurately assess an athlete’s ability to progress through each phase of rehabilitation. Return to sports rehabilitation, progressed by quantitatively measured functional goals, may improve the athlete’s integration back to sports participation. Therefore, the purpose of this clinical commentary is to provide a rehabilitation protocol for the Latarjet procedure, progressing through clearly defined phases, with guidance for safe and effective return to sport. Recommended criteria are highlighted which allows the clinician to progress the patient through each phase appropriately rather than purely following timeframes from surgery. This progression ensures the patient has completed a thorough rehabilitation program that addresses ROM, strength, power, neuromuscular control and a graded return to play.

Level of Evidence: 5

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The glenohumeral joint (GHJ) is the most commonly dislocated joint in the body, with over 90% of dislocations occurring anteriorly.1 GHJ dislocation is especially common in young male athletes, with a high prevalence of 3% per year in this population.2,3 The greatest rates occur in contact sports, such as football, ice-hockey, and wrestling, or sports that may involve falls such as skiing, volleyball and gymnastics.4 In cases of anterior glenoid bone loss of 13.5% or greater, poor clinical outcomes have been reported after soft tissue repairs5–7 thus indicating a bone augmentation procedure may be necessary in these circumstances. The Latarjet procedure is a possible surgical procedure to treat patients with anterior shoulder instability and accompanied bone loss. It involves transferring the coracoid process and its attached conjoint tendon to the anterior glenoid rim.

Many authors describe excellent clinical outcomes, return to sport rates, and low rates of recurrence after Latarjet.8–15 Nonetheless, the Latarjet procedure results in significant distortion in normal anatomy and may be associated with a significant restriction in postoperative range of motion,14–16 a result that has been linked with high rates of osteoarthritis.17 It has been suggested that with early skilled physical therapy these restrictions could be avoid- ed.18 The purpose of this clinical commentary is to provide a rehabilitation protocol for the Latarjet procedure, progressing through clearly defined phases, with guidance for safe and effective return to sport.

ANATOMY

Unlike the hip joint where the femoral head sits completely in the acetabulum, the humeral head sits on a shallow gle-
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This is known as the triple blocking effect of the Latarjet and the bone block 38-49% at the mid-range position. End-range arm position and the sling contributed 51-62% of the contribution to stability of the bone block, sling, and capsule effect that are helpful in preventing abnormal translation and enhancing stability. Payne et al. showed that the combination of the conjoint tendon and coracoid transfer was significantly superior in increasing stability compared to conjoint tendon transfer alone.25 Wellman et al. attributed a significant decrease in translation at 60° of abduction to the sling effect or capsular repair as opposed to just the bone block.27 Yamamoto et al. evaluated the contribution to stability of the bone block, sling, and capsule repair and concluded that the sling effect provided 76-77% and capsule 25-24% of the stability at the end-range arm position and the sling contributed 51-62% and the bone block 38-49% at the mid-range position.28 This is known as the triple blocking effect of the Latarjet procedure, and it should be noted that each portion of the procedure contributes to the overall stability of the GHJ.

BIOMECHANICS

In 1954, Latarjet first proposed the transfer of the coracoid tip by suggesting that the horizontal limb of the coracoid process be fixed to the anteroinferior margin of the glenoid with a screw.23 The success of the intervention can be explained by a combination of effects: Firstly, the conjoint tendon acts as a sling to the inferior subscapularis and anteroinferior capsule when the arm is abducted and externally rotated.24 Second, the addition of bone to the glenoid rim increases the anteroposterior (AP) osseous diameter.25 Third, the inferior capsule is reinforced with a portion of the coracoacromial ligament.24 Cadaveric biomechanical studies have concluded that it is the combination of the bone block, sling, and capsule effect that are helpful in preventing abnormal translation and enhancing stability.19-21 The GHJ has the highest range of motion of any joint in the human body and relies mainly on soft-tissue stability in the absence of adequate bony coverage. Its biomechanical stability depends on the interaction between static stabilizers and dynamic stabilizers.19 Static stabilizers include the articular geometry and congruence of the joint, the glenoid labrum, and the capsuloligamentous complex, which consists of the coraco-humeral ligament, and the superior, middle, and inferior glenohumeral ligaments. Dynamic stabilizers of the GHJ include the scapulothoracic musculature, which include the trapezius, serratus anterior, levator scapulae, rhomboid major, and pectoralis minor, and the rotator cuff muscles, which include the supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres minor, and subscapularis. The rotator cuff muscles, along with the long head of the biceps increase stability by a process called concavity compression, where muscle contraction forces the articular surfaces of the humerus and glenoid together. The periscapular muscles maintain stability by controlling the position of the scapula during motion of the humerus. Disruption of any of these stabilizers can affect the inherent force couples and compromise stability.22

There is an intricate balance between static and dynamic stabilizers in order to provide glenohumeral stability. Rehabilitation principles should focus on maintaining this balance between static and dynamic stabilizers with overall goals of preserving motion and maintaining function and stability.

SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

A standard deltopectoral approach is used to expose the glenohumeral joint and the coracoid process medially. Next, the pectoralis minor is incised off the medial aspect of the coracoid and the coracoacromial ligament is excised off the lateral aspect. Once the coracoid is freed from circumferentially attached soft tissue with preserved conjoint tendon anteriorly, an oscillating saw is utilized to osteotomize the coracoid in a superior to inferior and medial to lateral trajectory. The graft length is on average 25 mm in length. Subsequently, the undersurface of the coracoid is decorticated with a saw, and two drill holes are placed through the coracoid graft.

Next, a subscapularis tendon and capsule split at the junction of the inferior and middle third of the tendon in line with the fibers is performed. Then, a decortication of the anterior aspect of the glenoid neck down to a bleeding bone surface to enhance bone-to-bone healing is done. Two drill holes are established in anterior to posterior direction for later fixation of the coracoid graft to the glenoid. Two 3.5mm screws are used to reduce the coracoid block and construct stability will be confirmed (Figure 1).

POSTOPERATIVE REHABILITATION

A successful outcome following Latarjet surgery is a pain-free, stable shoulder that has enough mobility, stability and...
strength for a patient’s desired level of activity. Additionally, improving function and reducing long-term sequelae is essential.

Literature to support the efficacy of a specific rehabilitation protocol for Latarjet reconstruction is limited. Gaunt et al. developed a consensus rehabilitation guideline following arthroscopic anterior capsulolabral repair and reported initial rehabilitation should aim to restore motion, strength and basic function, while protecting the surgical procedure. The available evidence and guidelines are less clear for the later stages of rehabilitation and determination regarding return to sports.

It is the intention of this clinical commentary to describe a post-operative rehabilitation protocol following a Latarjet procedure and introduce a criterion-driven algorithm for progression through return to sport rehabilitation.

PHASE I: PROTECTION PHASE

The goals of this phase of rehabilitation are to protect the surgical reconstruction, optimize the environment for tissue healing, control edema and swelling, and achieve protected range of motion (ROM). These goals must be addressed without causing inappropriate stress to the healing structures.

Patient education to convey the rationale of the outlined plan of care and the importance of protecting the healing tissues from excessive stress is critical to ensure compliance. In order to protect the reconstruction, the arm is immobilized for four weeks in an abduction sling. Early passive ROM (PROM) exercises are beneficial in preventing postoperative stiffness. Due to the violation of the subscapularis tendon and repair of the capsule, external rotation (ER) should be limited to <30° for the first three weeks. No limitations on other ranges are needed and progression to full PROM is recommended early. In addition to PROM, manual therapy during this phase should consist of soft tissue techniques such as myofascial techniques for the shoulder musculature, specifically the pectorals, as well as scar mobilization. Cryotherapy and other modalities to decrease swelling and muscle spasm and aid in pain relief and sleep are also advocated as needed.

Supplemental activities include active scapular exercises (protraction, retraction, elevation and depression), such as the scapular clock exercise, to facilitate early neuromuscular control. Active ROM of uninvolved joints (hand, wrist, elbow and neck) to minimize stiffness in surrounding joints and encourage blood flow. To protect the healing structures from shear or compressive forces, no isometric exercises should be performed during weeks 0-2 following Latarjet procedure. Especially important is refraining from loading during elbow flexion and supination, to avoid pulling off the coracoid bone block from the glenoid.

After two weeks, isometric exercises of the muscles surrounding the shoulder girdle can be initiated. Submaximal, non-painful, isometrics in neutral rotation can be performed. Rhythmic stabilization (RS), involving gentle manual resistance to the proximal forearm using oscillating perturbation in a neutral shoulder position, while the patient is instructed to keep their arm still, are appropriate to facilitate low contraction of the scapular and rotator cuff musculature and can also be beneficial for early neuromuscular re-education and improving dynamic stability.

The criterion to progress to the next phase of rehabilitation is shown in Appendix 1.

PHASE II: ENDURANCE PHASE

The goals of this phase of rehabilitation are to advance active shoulder motion and improve muscular endurance and neuromuscular control of the shoulder complex. This should start with active-assisted ROM (AAROM) then progress to active ROM (AROM). AROM can be started in supine, side-lying or prone positions to reduce the effects of gravity, progressing to standing as endurance improves. It is recommended that isotonic exercises should focus on high volume training with 15-25 repetitions, 2-3 sets, with low resistance at less than 65% of the patients one repetition maximum (1RM) in order to create a fatigue response and target the development of local muscular endurance. Rest times between sets should be no more than 30 seconds. ER will often be slow to progress, but it is important to attain full ER ROM, as any deficit in ROM can have long term implications on joint health and development of osteoarthritis.

The dynamic stabilizers of the shoulder provide stability through an active mechanism referred to as neuromuscular control. The development of neuromuscular control and proprioception should be a priority and begin as active ROM allows. Meyers and Lephart define neuromuscular control as the efferent output in response to afferent sensory (proprioceptive) stimulation. It can be assessed and enhanced through joint position sense (JPS) where the patient works on recognizing where one’s joint is oriented in space. This can be limited in individuals with glenohumeral instability and not fully restored until 12 months after surgery for instability. An example of an exercise to address this deficit includes the patient closing his or her eyes, and moving the uninjured upper extremity to a selected position and then actively moving their involved limb to the same position (Figure 2). The joint angular replication test (JART) can be used as an exercise as well as an assessment tool for JPS. This involves the rehabilitation specialist passively moving the involved limb to a position, the individual holds the position for spatial orientation then it is passively moved back to neutral. The patient actively moves the arm to as close to that position and this angle is measured with a goniometer or inclinometer. Normative data for healthy individuals resulted in an average error of 2.7 degrees. Movements can be practiced and tested in the sagittal, frontal and transverse planes.

Proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation (PNF) exercises, such as D2 flexion/extension, should be started to help gain stability and control into functional patterns. Advancing RS exercises towards end ROM and specifically for internal and external rotators will help facilitate co-contraction of the anterior and posterior rotator cuff musculature.

Scapular control should be advanced in this phase as it will help athletes optimize functional performance via improved kinetic chain integration. When the trapezius and the serratus anterior (SA) activate in unison and achieve their optimal force coupling pattern, they significantly con-
tribute to scapular stability. Particular exercises which have been shown to accentuate peri-scapular control are prone horizontal abduction at 90° with ER, prone extension exercise and prone overhead arm raise at 125°. Dynamic pulls and wall slides (Figure 3) have been shown to produce good SA activation.

Supplemental techniques during this phase include soft tissue mobility and long duration stretching to address any persistent limitations in ROM. Gentle glenohumeral joint mobilizations can be initiated at five to six weeks post-operatively if mobility is slow to return.

The suggested criterion to progress to Phase III of rehabilitation is shown in Appendix 1. It is important that the patient has good neuromuscular control and muscular endurance to progress into the strengthening phase. The JART below 90°, the scapular dyskinesis test as described by McClure and colleagues, and the AROM fatigue protocol test are used to assess this. It is important to not have compensatory movement patterns with these tests.

Utilizing the lower extremity (LE) Y-Balance™ (Y-BAL™) assessment or similar test to identify any LE asymmetries or deficits should be performed at this time.

PHASE III: STRENGTH PHASE

The primary goals of Phase III are to increase muscular strength and challenge neuromuscular control. Individuals should not start this phase until Phase II goals are met and at least six weeks post-operative in order to ensure adequate tissue healing. All parameters of progression should also be communicated with all members of the treatment team. At this time, a thorough review of the athlete’s sport requirements is beneficial. If the individual is an overhead athlete, progressing strength into the necessary ranges is important, as well as starting to replicate functional activities involved with their sport.

The strengthening parameters in this phase should start with loads which correspond to a repetition range of an 8-12 repetition maximum (RM) for 3-6 sets. These guidelines allow for a safe increase in load of the shoulder joint and are sufficient to create muscular adaptations. External load can be added to therapeutic exercises in the form of manual resistance from the rehabilitation specialist, dumbbells, medicine balls, kettle bells, sports cords and TheraBand™. Most exercises early on in this phase will focus on strengthening specific muscle groups, such as shoulder external rotators or shoulder internal rotators. Once baseline strength has been established in each muscle group, functional movements with the involved upper extremity will start to replicate movement patterns involved in day to day activity as well as sports performance. De Mey and colleagues have demonstrated maximal scapular muscle activation when muscles are activated in functional patterns and when muscles are activated in specific diagonal patterns using kinetic chain sequences. Examples include resisted PNF exercises (Figure 4) and Crossover Symmetry exercises.

Dynamic stability can be enhanced through progression of neuromuscular control techniques, including reactive neuromuscular control drills and closed kinetic chain (CKC) exercises. RS exercises at this phase can be incorporated during performance of any exercise throughout the ROM. Placing an unstable base under the upper limb such as a stability ball enhances neuromuscular control. Adding perturbation to the exercise challenges proprioception and improves joint position. CKC exercises stress the joint in a weight-bearing position, resulting in joint approximation. Advancing from wall to tabletop or to quadruped position creates a gradual increase in loading and is excellent for scapular control. Additionally, performing exercises that introduce chaos can be beneficial for increasing core stability and rotator cuff recruitment. An example would be chaos band training, such as performing an overhead press with added weight suspended to the barbell, using looped bands. This would add instability and unpredictability to the exercise.

It is critical to build the right balance when it comes to scapular foundation muscles, rotator cuff control, and transfer of energy from the legs, core and shoulder to the arm. The kinetic chain model refers to the ability to transfer large forces through segmental links in the body with the theory of gaining proximal stability for distal mobility, power and precision, all attributes that are required in sporting...
Since force production was the biggest focus of Phase III, the main goal of this phase of rehabilitation is to maximize performance. Rehabilitation exercises that include integration of ipsilateral and contralateral kinetic activation in single leg squat, split squat, half and tall kneeling positions while adding distal resistance should be utilized in this phase.

Criterion to progress to the next phase is shown in Appendix 1. There should be no apprehension on clinical evaluation. If the athlete is returning to an overhead sport it is important to consider their total arc of motion (TAOM). It is normal for an overhead athlete to have an increase in ER and a subsequent decrease in IR on their dominant side. The TAOM is the combination of ER and IR measurements and has been shown to be the same in dominant versus non-dominant limbs and should be approximately 180°.

The criteria to progress from Phase III requires the athlete to have a strength limb symmetry index (LSI) of 80% or greater at external rotation at 0° abduction (ER0), internal rotation at 0° abduction (IR0), abduction and scaption at 90° and belly press. It is important to assess belly press as this isolates the subscapularis muscle and provides a good indication of recovery following the violation of the muscle during surgery. In addition, assessing periscapular muscular strength should be performed if the scapular dyskinesis test is abnormal. This can easily be assessed with the use of a handheld dynamometer (HHD) which offers an accurate, reliable means of measuring isometric muscular strength in multiple positions.

It is important to consider the athletes psychological readiness to return to sport. Evaluating if the athlete is mentally prepared for higher level activity and eventual return to sport should be considered. Outcome measures such as the Athlete Fear Avoidance Questionnaire (AFAQ) specifically targets athletes on their thoughts about their injuries and returning to play. It could be used to identify potential psychological barriers to rehabilitation. If an athlete is struggling with this, it is important to refer to a sports psychologist, as this could be the biggest issue holding back an athlete and if not addressed now, the athlete may be delayed with their return to full participation once they have completed the final Phase of rehabilitation.

If the individual is involved in a sport that does not require power movements, involve contact, or overhead sport demands, once Phase III criteria have been achieved, they can be discharged from therapy with a maintenance program. If their sport does require these demands, they will advance to Phase IV of the rehabilitation program once their strength values are >90% of their contralateral limb. Strength must also be tested at external rotation at 90° abduction (ER90) and internal rotation at 90° abduction (IR90) so the ER/IR ratio can be formulated. The balance between external and internal rotation strength is important to normal glenohumeral function. An adequate external-internal rotator muscle strength ratio at 90° abduction has been emphasized in the literature with a minimum of 65% but optimal between 66% and 75%.

PHASE IV: POWER PHASE

The main goal of this phase of rehabilitation is to maximize power development. Power equals force times velocity. Since force production was the biggest focus of Phase III, the incorporation of velocity into Phase IV will maximize power generation. Based on available evidence, the following guidelines for dosage are recommended when designing a power program for the shoulder. The athlete should work at 80-100% of their 1RM for 3-6 repetitions for 3-6 sets. Functional trainers are cable machines which allow unrestricted multiple planes of motion. They can be a good tool to accomplish power production, with the ability to perform basic exercises like the 90/90 ER for power or progressing to a push-pull arm cable exercise which incorporates the entire kinetic chain (Figure 6).

Plyometrics are also an excellent method to assist in the development of power, recruit fast twitch muscle fibers and enhance neuromuscular control. Plyometric training utilizes the stretch shortening cycle (SSC) by using a lengthening movement (eccentric) which is quickly followed by a shortening movement (concentric) to produce an explosive
UE plyometric exercises can be performed in both an open kinetic chain (OKC) and CKC position. Progression of UE plyometrics performed in an OKC position begins with two-handed drills such as chest pass, side-to-side throws and overhead soccer throws. Once they are performed successfully, the athlete can progress to one-handed drills such as, standing one-handed arm throws, one-handed side arm throw, 90/90 wall dribbles (Figure 7), and prone ball drops. CKC UE plyometrics can be initiated in a partial weight bearing position by performing wall plyometric push-ups or reformer plyometric UE jumps (Figure 8), progressing to full weight bearing plyometric push-ups, depth drop plyometric push-ups, and clap push-ups.

Criterion to progress from Phase IV is dependent upon the sport the athlete intends to return to. For simplicity this is classified as either overhead athlete or non-overhead athlete (see Appendix 1). Functional testing options for individuals returning to sport following shoulder injury and surgery is significantly limited, compared to lower extremity functional tests. There are few high-level evidence studies and few tests with good psychometric properties, with no gold standard test proposed. The presented criterion-based functional testing is based on clinical experience and expertise. The tests can be divided into UE power and closed chain tests and additional tests for the overhead athlete. Bilateral UE tests are compared to normative values while the goal for unilateral tests is a LSI of >90%. The UE CKC tests described in the literature include the UE YBAL™ test and closed kinetic chain upper extremity stability test (CK-CUEST). The UE YBAL™ test, the CK-CUEST and modified push up test all assess shoulder stability and endurance and would be beneficial for assessment of return to sport ability in both overhead and non-overhead athletes. It is dependent on the rehabilitation specialist to decide which one is most relevant for the individual athlete. Tests that have normative values to compare the athlete with are more desirable than comparing to the uninvolved UE because decreased function and performance of the uninvolved limb over time or non-dominant limb may produce inflated LSI and misrepresent the functional ability of the rehabilitated UE. The single arm seated shot-put test, which assesses isolated power, can also be utilized if the rehabilitative specialist feels it is relevant to the athlete.

Testing for overhead athletes should also include UE OKC and dynamic stabilization tests such as the 90/90 wall dribble test (WDT) and prone ball drop test, which are beneficial in identifying both scapular and cuff weaknesses and poor endurance. The WDT involves using a 2lb medicine ball and the athlete standing in an athletic stance at the corner of a wall, with their shoulder abducted and externally rotated to 90°. The athlete must perform quick dribbles at 165 bpm (use a metronome) for 60 seconds, maintaining proper position and scapular control, in order to pass. The prone ball drop test involves lying prone on a plinth with the arm in horizontal abduction. The number of releases and catches of a 2lb medicine ball in 30 seconds is recorded. Comparison between dominant and non-dominant arm is used for passing criteria.

Negrete et al reported that the modified pull up and push up tests may be beneficial assessment tools for throwing athletes given their predictive validity related to throwing distance as compared to other functional tests.60 Analysis revealed that the modified pull up test was the best predictor of a softball throw for distance as it had the highest correlation with the distance thrown (r = 0.70), followed closely by the push up test (r = 0.63).60,61 Normative values are based on testing of recreational athletes so these goals would be the bare minimum an athlete should aim to achieve.

Reassessment of LE YBAL™ and FMS™ at this time frame would also be appropriate in order to see improvements and to be aware of continuing deficits that remain. The goal for LE YBAL™ is <4cm difference between limbs while the FMS™ goal is a score of 14 or more.
PHASE V: RETURN TO PLAY PROGRAM

The phases of rehabilitation which have been discussed in this clinical commentary represent a progression in which exercises become more demanding and the stresses applied to the shoulder joint gradually intensify. After completion of Phase IV, the athlete has demonstrated enough ROM, neuromuscular control, strength and power to start a return to play progression. This Phase will be dependent on the sport or activity that the athlete is returning to and due to the enormous variety, this section will briefly highlight the necessary components to this challenging process.

Regardless of what sport the athlete is returning to, it is essential to know the demands of the specific sport and the demands of the position the athlete plays. For overhead athletes an interval throwing program (ITP) can be introduced during this phase. The ITP gradually introduces quantity, distance, intensity, and types of throws needed to facilitate the restoration of normal throwing motions for the specific throwing sport. At least six weeks of plyometric training should have been completed prior to starting an ITP. This allows for soft tissue adaptations to occur and prepares the athlete for the stress of throwing.

A graded return to full participation should include practicing the skills needed for the sport, initiating drills without contact, progressing to contact drills, increasing frequency and intensity of training situations to eventually meet the game requirements, with collaboration of the coaches in order to find appropriate progressions. Once the athlete is completing full training sessions which mimic the frequency and intensity of the sport and/or have successfully completed an ITP without pain, while also exhibiting proper throwing mechanics, introducing them to competition situations would be the final step. For overhead athletes an additional outcome measure, the Kerlan-Jobe Orthopaedic Clinic (KJOC) shoulder and elbow score, should also be completed and can be used to gauge readiness to return to full participation with a score of 90% or higher being needed, prior to returning to competition.

CONCLUSION

This clinical commentary describes a criterion-based rehabilitation protocol following Latarjet procedure in an athletic population. It describes progression through clearly defined phases and recommended criteria to achieve prior to progression into the next phase. Phase I focuses on protection and initiation of PROM with supplemental exercises to address ROM of surrounding joints and active scapular mobility. Phase II focuses on initiating AAROM and AROM, neuromuscular reaction drills, such as RS and JPS, and progression of scapular control. Phase III focuses on advancing ROM, strength including functional and in CKC positions and advancing neuromuscular drills such as RS at end range and PNF. Phase IV introduces power specific exercises and plyometrics starting with two-handed exercises to one-handed. A final reassessment of the full kinetic chain with FMS™ or LE YBAL™ is helpful during this Phase. Additional testing at the end of Phase IV is chosen and utilized to see if the athlete is ready for return to play progressions (dependent upon the sport to which they are returning). Functional CKC and OKC tests are recommended and an additional pathway for over-head athletes is used. Phase V focuses on return to full participation with a graded progression, which is dependent on the demands of the specific sport. By methodically following the recommended criterion-driven rehabilitation algorithm and achieving the set criteria, it is anticipated that the athlete will have completed a very thorough rehabilitation program that addresses ROM, neuromuscular control, strength, power and a graded return to play.
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